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SUMMARY.

To supplement the standardization tests now in progress at several laboratories, a broad
in-restigcition of the resistance of spheres in wind tunnek and free air has been carried out by
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

The subject hw been ckssic in aerodumamic research and, in consequence, there is a-rail-
zble a great mass of data from previous investigations. This materiaI was given careful con-
sideration in Iacy@ out the research, and explanation of practically all the disagreement between
former experiments has resulted. A satisfactory confirmation of ReynoIds law has bee~ accom-
plished, the effect of means of support determined, the range of experiment greatIy extended
by work in the new varitibIe density tunneI, and the effects of turbulence in~estigated by work
in the tunnels and by tow-ink and dropping tests in free air.

It is concIuded that the err~tic nature of most of the previous work is due to support
interference and differing turbulence conditions. While the question of supporh has been
investigated thoroughly, a systematic and comprehem~i-re study of the efIeek of scale and
quality of turbulence will be necessary to complete the problem, as this phase -was given only .
generaI treatment.

HVTRODUCTION.

Rapid developments in both appwatus and technique have made the wind tunrteI an accu-
rate and sensitive experimental device but this development has also brought out one of its
greatest shortcomings. This is found in the fact that the disagreement between data obtained
from different wind tunnels is much greater than ea be attributed to experimental errors.

It has been noted that the disagreement. betw-ee~ the wdues of sphere resistance, as given
by various instigators, is proportionally greater than that found for any other universally
tested object. It has ako been recogtied that the air flow about a sphere is of -very unst=bIe
character and all the existing data points to it as an extremely sensiti~e indicator of air-stream
characteristics.

The tests of the skndardization program confirmed this beIief, and the presenh research
was instituted with the purpose of separating the factors which control the resistance ascer-
hining the magnitude and character of th+r effects, and formulating certain criteria for sphere
testing and its interpretation when used as a means of standardizing -wind tunnels.

R@TJM~ OF PRIWIOL’S RESEARCH.

A muititude of methods has been applied to the problem of sphere r.sishmce. Although
the greater part of the work has been done in wind tunnels, some experiments have been made
in free air and in water. In the last two cases, to-wing as -ivelI as free ascent and descent ha-i-e
been appIied, and at least one experimenter measured the resistance of a sphere in natural
winds, using a speciaIIy constructed spring balance for the purpose. The collected data from
previous work are amazing; the graphical representation of the results shows such large dis-
crepancies that one reaU-y hesitates to constdt the tabuIar records. The resuIts of the more
important researches are shown in Figure 1.

It is the purpose of this r&um6 to enumerate, briefly, tke conditions of e~ch of these tests,
in so far as is possible, and to point out those features which seem to have the greatest bearing
cm the fundxrnental probIem.
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AT.P. L. (Pannell) .—PmmeH’s experiments were carried out in the 3, 4 and 2’ foot (0.92,
1.22 ad 2.13 meters) square wind channels of the National PhysicaI Laboratory, and in free air
\natural winds). The tunnels were all of the closed throat, open circuit type, and the ~. P. L.
balance was used throughout. While no specific mention of the method of support is made in the
report covering the work,l Colonel Steadman, of the Canadian Air Board, who was associated with
the N. P. L. at the time of Lhis research, is authority for the information that a cross-wind
spincI1e was used in nearly all cases~ although some tests were made in which the spheres were
supported by right-angle spindles which entered from downstream, and additional support
was had by wires attached ai the ends of a cross Amnel diameter or the extreme upstream
point. lndic~tions point tmwwd an air stream of better than average turbulence character-
s tics. The curve of resistance coefficient (CD) against Rejmolds number (E) has no very
unusual characteristics except that it has two points of inflection close [u the minimum value
of G. “The minimum value is a little higher than average.

The tests made in natural winds show very little. The drag coefllcicn~s are not. consistent
among themselves. although they tire consistently lower than those obtained in the Lunncl.
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Fro, 1.– Collected wind tunnel data (taken from B. A. C. A.
R. & M. No. 190).

Support Was Ly a spindIe perpendicular to the wind
vector.

(70ttingen (Prandtl Rnd Wiesekberger) .—The ,.
in~estigatiims of Prancltl ~md Wieselsberger z me
the most comprehensive on record. Attention
was given to the factors governing tl~e tlow of air
about the sphere rather than to the absolulo
~alues of CD. The effects 01 artificially produced
turbulence were studied, the movement of the
c.ircIe of discontinuity was observed by the usc
of smoke filaments, and Llle effect of forcing the
formation of the discontinuity WM also ascer-
tained,=_Surface roughness, as well, had some
study. Some theories advanced by Prandt] will
be mentioned later.

The tests were carried out in a tunnel of
the co@nuous-ci.rcuit, Eiffcl chamber-Lype. The
method of support, is shown in Figure 2. As re-
gards turbulence, the condition was exceptionally
good. Figure 1 shows only one curve from these

tests, and it is m average of the results obtained w~tl a smooth sphere in the air stream when
m free from turbulence as possible. The o. curve shorn a ~’fw sba~p tlmsitbn from m fl~~v

@jme Lo a~o~her at the extraordinarily high Reynolds number 3.0 X 105 and its sIop~ from

the minimum point. on is more steeply upward than found elsewhere.
E~fleZ.-Eiffel’s tests s were co~ducted in an .open-c.ircuit., 13iffel-charnber type tunnel.

Two methods of support were used, pendulum ancl back spindle. Both are illustrated in
Figure 2. The air stream was known to be wry turbuleM and this is mentioned by ~~’iesels-
berger in his cornmenb on the tests. The minimum value of the drag coefficient, as found
with the spindle support, is lower than that obtained. by any other experimenter with exception
of R iabouchinsky. The transitional r6gime of flow occurs ak the Rey~olds number, 2.o x 10G,
and beyond this poi~t the cumes from the different methods of suppor~ gradually approach
each other. Eiflel succeeded in reaching a higher ~~ value than k l-mm attained anywhere
else in tunnel work, his maximum being 6.0 x 105.

The curve shown in Figure 1 is merely a sample, for the CD versus E curves from different
spheres are not close to coincidence. The one shown arises from % test of a 33-centimeter

(12.995 inches) sphere on a back spindle.
—

IBritish Advisory Committee, R. JJ M. No. 190.
I Z. F, M., 191+,p. 144. Physikalische Zeitschrift, 1921,V22, (N. .4. C. .\. Technical A’oieNo. .%).
~h~ouveflwRw.herches w la Resistance de l’.$ir et l’.~~~ation.
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Koufcfiino (’RiaboucbimK~) .—RiabouchinsIi~ ‘ has made ~ mat erial contribution to t.estiog
technique in the form of his sphere support, which is illustrated in Fig-e 2. Tilde his air
flow was extremely turbuIent, results show a lower minimum drag coefficient than has been
found an-y-where eIse, although he has established the transitional r@me of flow at a lower
Re.ynoIds number than is usuaI without forcing the formation of a discontinuity.

C’oS+UnZi—Costanzi’s tuweI testss mere made at very low ReynoIcIs rmmbers, and littIe.!
weight is attached to them because they exhibit characteristics which are contradictory to those
of all other experimen&rs.

Hi= tests in the twwtig basin’ are of lit tIe value. An unusuaI method of support was
ll~ed (see AT..4. c A. Techfica] ~Tote No. M“), a.nci,as -ivou1d be expected? the C2 versus E curves

for differeni spheres do not. follow RejmokIs’ la;-.
Z7niwrsdl de Puris (Maurain) .—Maurain’s tests,’ carried out under conditions quite sindar

to those of Eiffel, cover only a smalI ra~~e, and exhibit no unusuaI characteristics, a=~eeing
wrll with Eiffel>s v:dws.

St. C& hbra.for?y (ToussainL and Hayer) .—Toussaint and
small spheres in a -ver-yhigh speed tunnel but obtained resuIts
in no way novet. Support was b~’ a (Iiarnetral tie, and the
>iir flow w-w not. particularly favorable, the tunnel having an
entrance cone which terminated very abruptly a short distance

.
Aeacl of the working section.

.5hahspear.-The clescent of celluloid spheres in free air
~ras studied by Shakespear.g EIe viorked in a very low- Rey-
nolds number range but obtained quite consistent results.
His data indicates the existence of a bump in the C. cumw, a
rendition which C’ostanzi also found.

Imperial TechnicaZ School o-f .Mo.wotD iLoukia.nof) .—Lou-
kia.nof has made some tests on spheres,’” but information
concern~y his methods is not awilabIe. His C. curve
resembles no otherj having a ~ery Iarge minimum mdue and a
shape somewhat similar to curves obtsined at GOtt~~en in the
work on art ficial discontinuities. .

Ea.welherg and Bh%!eland.-These experimenters worked
with h@rogen-fiIIed, rubber balIoons. The time of ascent to
a known height in ~ery still air was measured and, buoyancy

Hayer’ made numerous tests of

Doubk snhde from Mwce

Fm. 2.—Hcthwis of supporting sphere. -

be~~ lmowr~ resistance coefllcients were calculated on the basis of a constant speed be~~
attained at a height of 4 meters (13 feet).

The results of the-se tests are ROLas regular as Lhose obtained in tunnels buh a mean value
of the resistance coefficients beyond the criticaI range is about 0.16 and the critical point occurs
tit approximately E= 2.75 X 10 ‘.

J’. A. 0. A. (f92.2) .—The most recen~ research is that made last summer ah La.nggIeyField by
Crowley and Bro-w-i of the h~ational Adfiory Committee for Aeronautic.1’ Their investigation
was made by toming spheres of 7.5 to 38 centimeters [2.95 to 14.96 inches) diameter below an
airplane in &DhL The spheres were suspended by a sir@e fine piano wire and the resist .ance
calculated from the a@e of traiI. Wire drag TM obtained by us~~ dtierent k@s of wire.

This research covers a very large range, reac.@@ E=!2x105, and CDhas a minimum of
0.120. The existence of two poink of inflection in the ~. curve, .as b the hT. P. L. twn.neI
ksts, vm.s found here. The Reynolds number for the critical range was v-cry much higher than
any tunneI vaIue, occurring ati E= 3.75X 105.

JBulIecin de I’institute Aercdymmique de KoutcMno Faxicule 1-, (h’. A. C. A. Tedmiml N.te Xc?.4.$).
—— -.

~ izeSse&m.Vem-writtimo, April 1914.
$ Eendicmti delIe E>~wienze e degbli SLIM, October, 1912.
: &rode l’Uti’wrsst& de Paris,F$!@cukm, 1913. (N. A. C. .!. Teetical Note No. 45.]
8x. A. 0 A. T@mimJ h’ote No. 45.
s British .Wation Mdng, October, 1913.

M~~tile mperisl ‘rejmique de lfoscmr, 1914.
1[~~@)l~h@re~fi.
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Few of the experimenters have offered my explanations which would tend to ekwify, nLate-
rially, the muddlecl cond~tion of the probhxn. PanneII and Prandtl agree that the critical or
transitional r+gime may be shifted alorg the Reynolds mmber scale by a change of turbulence,
the break comirg at a smaller value for each increase in turbulence= PrandtI and TVieseIsberger
ham shown tha~ a ring of wire on the upsfrez.m surface of the sphere will make R hysteresis
loop appear in the resistance coefficient cume, if the critical range is approachwl from botl~
([directions? ancI they have shown a small variztion in minimum clue to differi~m turbulence eondi-
tions. Riabouchimky’s unusmd means of supporting the sphere seems the only possible ex-
planation for his nonconforming results. SeveraI in-rest;gators haw cast aspersions on con-
temporary research, claiming that if the sphere diameter exceed a certain proportion of the
t~.mnel throat diameter, s large boundary h terference wilI appear and caw~e dis,~vrewnent.

But be~xmd such generalities, practica.lIy no definite information Iuusbeen obtained. This
is the mat eritil which forms the groundwork
for the present. research. .ln outline of the
work foIlows. “

OUTLLYE OF THE RESEARCH.

.t thorough study of the informt~tion
reviewed led to the conclusion that in this. w
in most aerodynamic problemsj the number of
variables liabIe to become of major impor-
tance had been underestimated or no~ wmsicl-
wed suficiatly. W’ith& o~jecf q~separofinfj

the va~.ous .facCurs and hvestiqaf{nfj tfie e$$ecf

of each one upon the resistance of u sphere as.
measured ezpwirnentally the research was out-
Iined as foIlows:

Section 1. Confirmation of Reynokk Iaw
by tests of two spheres under identicaI condi-
tions of turbulence and support} the latter to
have the IeasL possible interference-

Section 11. InwAgation of the inter-
ference effects of various supports.

Section Ill. Investigation of the effects
uf turbulence.

Section II-. Tests in the variable dem~ity
tunnel in an attempt to obtzin confirmation
of the reidts from the atmospheric tunnel, 2?II;. 4.—GenemI tiew ofbalance momshowing>7.P. L. balwce.

@
and to extend the experimental range to -dues of Reynokis number hitherto unexplored.

section V. Tests in free air using falling spheres, with the objects of correlating, if possible,
the turbulence condition there with that e.xist~o in wind tunnels, of checki~~ the results obtained,
:it high -dues of E’, in the wriable density tunnel, and of determining, at lewt approximately,
the absolute wdue of the r~~ista,nce of spheres in free air.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS; PRESENTATION OF DATA.

The tests required by Sections 1, HZ and 111 were carried out in the 5-fooE ~1.52 met cl=]
atmospheric, >To. 1, wincI tunneI of the Natiorwd Advisory Committee. This tunnel is of the
open-circuit, closed-throat type, and is completely describec! in 37. A. C. A. Technical Report
No. 195. Figure 3 is z longitudinal section of the hmnel.

The baIance used was of the N. P. L. type, specially constructe,l for this tunnel and a conl-
plete description of it is contained in Report No. 72 of the N. .& C. A. Figure 4 shows the balance
m used. Only one change of import ante htis been incorpcmt ed in the balance since its inst alla-
[ion. This consisted in replacing the originaI pi-iot with a balI-bearing which rests on three
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small balls supported in a spherical cup. The new arrangement has bec~ found more sensitive

and less liabIe to error and damage than the old one.
The balance is capable of measm-ing forces within the limits +0.0002 kilogram [0.()()04

pound) and proper adjustment of stability and damping were so easily maintained that an error
of more than +0.5 per cent seems improbable for the most adverse conditions encountered,

Details of the first three t,ivisions cif the research folIow immediately.

SECTION L

In attempting to confirm Reynolds law, it was thoughi best. LOtest only two spheres, bot,h
small in comparison to the thoat diameter. BecNus~ of the Lpparent effect of the comparative
scale of turbulence in existing data, the fine honeycomb (tubes M x 3 inches) was kept in tIw
throat to produce a turbulence of very small “grain.”

The spheres used were of 15 (5.905) and 20 c.~ntimekrs [7,874 inches) diameter, turned

from laminated maple, accurately gauged for true~hericity and finished to a high gloss by
— ..-

-garnishing and rubbing. A threaded brass plug was buil~ into each sphere for spindie mttwh-
ment. This plug was carefully finished flush with the surface.

Ill

i!i,,,,,,;:
.-

/ ;,3 \———. ———_ -. _——
u

M? i,Bdmce

FIG. 5.—Set up for sphere tests.

12uc/7i ,, ‘ I I

FIG.fi.-SimX~Wdt! lusts on spheres in No. 1 win, i lunn~.1
with fine hcmeyromb,

The drawing, Figure 5, shows the means of supporting th sphere for t,est. ‘1’he bw t
spindIe is screwed into a vertical spindle held in the “balance chuck. Each sphere had its ow
bent spindle, the length of the horizontal portion being equal to the diameter of the sphcrr.
The sphere is, of course, upstream from the fairing surrounding the vertical spindIe and there was
no auxiliary support used, the sphere being on a true cantilever spindle. The fa.iring was of
conventional strut cross section, smooth and varnished, and was % by 1~ inches (16 x.35 milli-
meters) at the top.

The actual takirig of data for these tests was quite simple. Only the drag arm of the bultince
was used, the lift arm having been limited to the smaIIest possible motion which would give
freedom of the pivot. Observations of the drag force were taken progressively in both directions
throughout the operating range and as no hysteresis effects were observed, no comment is
necessary.

The resistance coefficients were ctilcuhtted fron] quantities expressed in units of the l{ilo-
gram metter second system, as 7-,

—

—.
‘.–

-- ___
.

—.

—

.

wherein
D is the rueasureci drag,
g is the dynamic pressure, and
d is the diameter of the sphere.
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British system. The values of Reynokk number were calctiated from the formula:

~= J’dP

F
wlerei n

T“is the zirspeed,
d is the sphere diameter,
p k the coefficient of tiscosity, and
P is the mass density of air, aIl in units of the Uogmm meter second system.
TabIe I contains the data from these tests and the~- are graphically reproduced in Yigure [;.
From these results, it. would seem that Re.rnolds Iaw is ahnost perfectIy co fimed for thC

existing set of test. conditions. Further discussion of the remdts will be reserr-ed until the
presentation of data is completed.

SECTION II.

The inr-es.tigation of the interference effects of supporting devices was subditide(d into
two groups, one dealing with ties and one with spindIes.

Fiu- the work on spindle inte~ference, the 20-centirneter (7.S7 inches) sphere w-as set up as
in &Section I and the balance head rotated through a series of tingles, drag being meawred at

‘m.● ,, “!

A- :—L -L-–L L- I

IJarll set tin:. The entire run w~s made at, 23 m. p. s. [82 ft. p. sec.). Spindle dr~ig was
then taken, without. the sphere attached, at the same settings. While the, spindle drtgs thus
obtained can not be truly correct, it -will be seen from the data th~t their magnitude is such that
tin error of 100 per cent would ha-re little, if any, effect on the general nature of the concision
to be drawn from this work. The data are tabulated in Table 111 and plotted in Figure 7.

T(J attempt to check up on all the methods of tie support. previoudy used woulc~ haw been
an immense ta& and, tithou~ considerable coordinati~m work, quite useIess alone. So it was
l[eclded to begin by stud-y@ the effects of radial wires and the results pro~ed so pregnant with
explanation of a large number of the discrepancies wmo~~ pretious researches that no further
work on wires was done.

The tests which were made consisted in sett~m up the 20-centimeter sphere m m Section
1, att achi~r an 0.0 lS-inch (0.46 mfilimeter) wire radialIy to the sphere and measur~~ the drag
forces throughou~ the speed r~~e. One end of the mire w-m twisted to a tiny wire. brad which
was drive~ flush in the sphere and the other end was taken thmuggh an opehng in the tunneI
w-all and attacked directly to the drUU arm so that the wire in no way restrained the balance.
Ser-eral positions of the mire were used, m-ryi~~ from perpendicular to the air strewn to an
angle of 30° forward of the cr&s-tunneI plane. -

These data will be found in Table IV and are graphically represented in ~@.w S,
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SECTION 111.

The effects of turbulence on the resistance of spheres Im-re been more firmly est ablislled by
previous investigations than have most other factors, so the work in this line was largely one

of confirmation.
0.6

0.5

0.4

&.3
&

0.2

0.[

000 ,
2 3 4 5

E. +dxlo-s

~IG.Y.—l%Eoctof turbulence on sphere rcsistmw.

‘The spheres were supportetl on the bent ipindles
as previously and all conditions mainttiined except
for the presence of the hone>-comb at, the entrance of
the experimental section. 1[ wfis replaced by a wire
screen of $-inch mesh (6.3 millimeters) and the drng
forces measured as formerly. 170r the next llln, the

screen mas mo~ecl up to close proximity ~~ith t~le
sphere ancl a flew set gf data taken. I?inrdly, ,thc
screen wa~ remol-ed, lea;-ing the tunnel clecu from
entmmce honeycomb to mode] ml a thir~l set Uf
readings made. This last condition is rharact erizwl.
as “open tunnel. ”

~~~ ~~t.~t on []IC 20-centimeter (7.S74 inches)

sphere, taken under these conclitions~ w contt~ined

in Table V, and are plotted with thuse fron] ‘labl~

II in Figure 9. Mthough data were taken on thv

1$centimeter (5.905 inches) sphere as well, they are
not included because they me so ~-ery similar to ~hosc

for the larger one that it would he somewhat confusing. This will-be referre~ to kgain in thr

discussion.
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(6’k2’-l52?x5.O8 cm -tubes) $ #(72-X2$- 0.48x6.35 cm tubes)
B-De flecfor

7 foot(2,[34m) cfiamefer
F-Modei I-Deed air space

C-Liffbalance G-Weighf J-Balonce ring

D-Drag batonce K-Door

FIG.11.—SIi3 Y. .1. C. .k. Yciriat)le,icu;ity X0. 2 wiud tunnel.

SECTION IV.

The tests of tlhis division were carried out in the new T-ariable density No. 2 wind tunnel at
Langley Memorial ikeronautical Laboratory. The unique feature distinguishing this tunnel

k the use of air differing in density from that of the atmosphere. By this means, the kinematic
viscosity? of the test medium and, consequent ly~ the Reynolds number of the experiment, we
variabIe although the air speed is constant. The general arrangement and proportions may
be seen in tAe sectional drawing, Figure 10, and the pho~ogmph, Figure 11.

Figure 10 indicates tl~e use of a second honeycomb of 2* by 12 inches (6.3 by 30 centi-

meters) tubes, for sphere tksts. installed at the front of the throat section. This nltemlue

.



FIG. 1L-V&riable denssty No. 2 wind ttmd

naturally a coarse scale of turbulence a~ the test section, but, as ttis was ONY a tempwarf
arrangement, the results need not be taken to indicnte that a turbulent condition w-Wexist i[l
future testing.
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Ff!;. 12.—Rasist&zc&of sphere in variable tiensicy CURQeI.—
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zontal diameter of the tunnel throat. hound it was fitted a hollow \vood strut. of 2 ~ inches
(6.35 centimeters) maximum thickness and fineness ratio 3 (approximate). Through a snmll
hole at the center of the strut, a strtiight spindle was screwed into the steel bar, its free end
projecting axiaIIy upstream. The sphere ww attached to the end of the spindle, the latter

q~~
1,

Q

Fm. Ii.—Resistance of splwrc in varizble density tunnel,

ext.e.nding clear through it, and threading
into the originaI br~ss plug in the up-
stream surfs ce of the sphere. This
method was dceme.d necessary in view
of the long spindle and hrge forces,
The sei up, then, copsisted of the sphere
on a spindle entering its downstream
side, and being 25 centimeters (9.8
inches) ak~ad of the cross tunnel strut
and 65 centirnetws (25 inches) lwhiml -
the honeycomb.

The actual testing consistml i[~
measuring the drag fwws under con-
dit ions of varying density and a cons[ tint

speed of about 22 m. p. s. (72 ft. p. sec.). h enormous mmge of Reynolds number was
covered and, much new information discovered. It will be seen from & curve, Figure 12,
that s~veral sets of data were taken over the entire testing Muge, and, because of their bulk,
tabular data are ornitkxl. Figure 13 (nonlogrrrit.hn~ie) wilI give a bet t~r idea of tho large FL
rangw co~rercdo

MM‘TIOIW}’.

‘17hepr[)l)lem of procuring (h~(a ~jnthe resistance of spl]erw in free air prcs~ntwl rnan~- diffi -
(:ulties at Lhe outset. Howcrer, following the suggestion of recording the rates of tlcscerl [ of

spheres d kIIOWll weight, while f rillhlg freely, a
little preliminary work with a meteorological
type theodolite pave! the way for a -rery easy
solution. ii pair of identical recording theodo-
1ites, one of which is shown in Figure 14, were
built atld found to function Ywy satisfactorily.
‘IYIc operation of the instrument consists in
keeping the horizontal cross hair of a pair of 6-
power artillery binoculars on the falling object
and, by so doing, making a time elevation-angIe
record of the path.

Reference to the photograph will show that
the glasses are at twhed to a frame which is free to

cokate in the ver&icaI plane about the pivots (a)

and to which is attached the quadrant carrying
the record blank of sensitized indicator paper.
The emulsion used gives a black line when
scratched with brass, The fixed arm (b) carries
the recording assembly which consists of a pair of
electromagnets which act upon a pivoted arma-
ture in which a brass stylus (c) is mounted.
The mot ion of the s~ylus is about 1/32 inch
({).7 millimeter), radid as referred to the qua{l-
mnt, and return is brought about by an elastic
CWC1a~tached to the armature below the pivot.

FIG. 14.—RmorLing thcwloli(c,

.% chronometric contact makes and breaks the elec.froma.gne~ circuit. The vertical vest, ulx)rl
which both assemblies are. mounted, is free to traverse.

. .
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Thus, with the interruptio~ of the circuit at regular int-ervaIs, the angular motion of the
binoculars and quadrant is recorded in the form of a notched arc. The observations being
made on a vertical drop, these records are easiIy rectified into space-time curves which show
-whether or not a steady speed of descent has been attained and, if so, its magnitude. To
Iocate the starting point of the rectification, the altitude, as read by an experienced test pilot
from a carefully calibrated altimeter, -was assumed correct.

Simultaneous records. taken with two such instruments, have shown that rather surpriskig

accuracy may be obtained. It was found that with practiced obser~ers and fa-wxable tisibilit~

conditions the po,sition of & lXnch (30 centimeters) sphere: as determined from separate

rectifications of the instrument recorck, would ha-re a maximum departure of not more than

+ 30 feet (9 meters) from a mean curve, although in a drop from 2,000 feet (610 meters) alt.i-

t,ude & terminal speed of over 160 ft. p. sec. (4S m. p. s.) w-as attained. l?igure 15 k a sample of

the curves obtained.

The actual tests were carried out -dh a marked respect for weather conditions. Good

risibility W-W. necessary, and no drops were made unless there was practicality no wind. Exami-
nation of the recorcls of the SignaI Corps meteorological stztion at Langley Field showed that.
it was unusual to have -rery much &ffereDce in wind velocity between ground le-rel aucl 2,000 feet
!G10 meters) alt ituc~e, and so spheres were
droppe{i under -weII-determined conditions.

No account wts taken of either the possible

effect of Irind or the initial horizontal speed

(if the sphere on leating the airplaue in the

rectification of records. Conditions were so

chosen that the existin~ windage would be of

negligillIe consecluence, and it was fouml by

trial that the spheres felI almost. tdy verti-

~:u1lTbecause the slipstream seemed to com-

pletely destroy the initial forward speed.

Spheres of three kinds -were used. .%

spIit brass mold of 20 centimeters (7.8 inches)
inside diameter was made in the shop and,
in this, spheres of varfig w-d thickness
~vere cast from ~lontanw wax. They had a

tine dazed surface when cast and were
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varnished with a mi~ture of var~ish and chu ~mc yellow to improve -risibility. The ~-arnish
was rubbed with fine sandpaper and od when dry.

In the attempts to cast thick -walled w-ax spheres a good deal of ditEcuHy was encountered
because it seemed almost impossible to eLiminate bubbks in the -wax. .$bout this time it was
found that large rubber surf balls, which were very accurately made and hacl smooth, bright
colored surfaces, could be purchased. ‘ho of these spheres w-ere obtained. They w-ere about ‘I

foot (3o centimeters) in diameter and sticiently hea--ry to attain high terminal speeds. One of
them was used without alteration, but the other, denoted as “yelIow” in the t*buIar redts,
was punctmred, Ioaded with sand, reinflated, and patched. The patch applied w-as of the
kind used on automobile inner tubes. It w-as found almost impossible to get a smooth juncture
of patch @nst sphere surfzce. Mter se-reral drops of e=ch sphere, it -w-asnoted that the coefi-

cierks resul&ng from drops of the patched sphere mere ~ery erratic and higher than those from
the oth&. .%n attempt to reach still higher terminal speeds by very hea~y- Ioading of the
blue sphere resulted in eclualIy suspiciow data, and so the difficulty was attributed to the
patched surface and the process, as such, abandoned. The patched spheres had been seen to
t~<t and b’corkscrew 7‘ when falIing and this -was not ehrnimted by fi~ing part of the con-

ttiined lWC{ opposite the patch.

spheres of the thid variety used w-ere made of WOO~. T~ej- were of 30 (1.I.SI) ~d 3S
centimeters ( 14.96 inches) diameter and of the same accuracy and fine bish as those used in
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the wind tunnel tests, as they had been rmde fur d used in the twiug tests. The drops of
these spheres gave very regular results and} as tLReynolds number of 15 x 10i was attained, the
research terminated with their destruction.

Listed in the summary, ‘l’able VI, will bc found all the results of this work. The curve for
( ~Dversus E appears in Figure 16. Figure 17 shows, graphically, the wlat ion of tl~e rcs{]l 1s from
al[ t]]e researches on spheres mfide by the liT. .f. C. iL

DKWUSS1ON OF

.
Km. lt3,-Resistance of spivmw in free

air.

RESULTS ; COMPARISON WITH

.— . ..—

EXISTING DATA.

‘l’he simili~ude tests of Section I have showu Lhat, ut~dw such conditions as existed th~~re,
the troth of Rcynokls law is beyond question. The c.~celleuce of ~yywment bct\rc’cll the ttvo
sets of dat [1 is aUribuM largely to the very fiue !( grain” or ‘{ te.xturo” of turbui[’llco in tJl{I

airstrwn. This ismid in -ricw of the data obtained from the tests of Swt,ion I [. In Table [I
]rill be foun(l the Iesults d tests of’ thti 15 (5.9) znd 2(I centimeter (7. S inches) spheres in
the ‘~open tunnel.’> It is not e-reu necessary to plot the cun-es to see th~t they have notiwddy
different ordinates at the same values of Rey-nolds number. ln the Iatter Lests, such turbulence

as existed must lmve been of larger scale thau was possible with the fine honeycomb in the tunnvl.
To obtain clynamic similarity between two systems of flow-} it is orditlariIy wnsidere(l

SU[Iicient to establish wiual Re-ynolds numbers for the cases compare([, the bodies in the flolr

0.5
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IJKI.17.—Resistianceofsphwvs in air.

sJ%teDl beiug geonl_etrictilly silniI~~r. .However, in wind-tunnel twting, although ~Yc csttiblish
equal Reynolds numbers for two geometrically similar objects, if the scale of turbulence is
fixed by such damping devices as honeycombs, ek., and we even neglect the ftict that the
ReynoMs number of the tunnel itself (i. e., L being a ~unnel dimension) mus~ change witl~
velocity, compIete dynamic simi~ari~y is impossible because the aivflow is not gconlo(ricnll]
simikw when referred to lhe dimensions of the objects tested.
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lntro([ucing this consideration, it wdl be seen at owe that. the icletil conditions were much

II1OW closeiy attaine(l in the air stream of fine texture turbuhmce than the one existing with
the hone~-comb removed. T&< is z matter which vrdl not be noticed in work with very stab~e
systems of flow-; but, for the fme arcur;lc~- necessary for the use of spheres in the sttind-
:trdizat ion of wind tmmels, it assumes a more important r61e.

.in explanation of a great part of the discrepancies noted is, in alI probability, to be found
in the no~el results of the tests in Section 11. It Kill be noticed, if the r&um6 be consuked,
that in every former research for which details of the apparatus are known, excepting
that of Riabouchinsky and one section of Eiffel’s work, the spheres were supported in one
()f the following ways:

~I) By a spin&e perpendicular to the air stream.
{z) BY a sYstem entailing the use of wires of -which at least one was at tached to the sphere

itself at or upstream from the equator.
The data i~ TabIe HI show that the resistance of a.sphere, supported as in (1), may be more

than 2.5 times that when supported by a back spindIe only. This value applies, of course, to a
specific set of conditions rmd was observed at a vaIne nf E greater thrin the m-itical, but Figwr~~
7 clearIeVdemonstrates the nature of the iMuence.

The work on the effect of wire interference w-as inspired bj- the disagreement between the
first wind-tunnel data on spheres and ihose CrowIey and Brow-n obtained in their tow-iug tes[s.
Fi=wre 8 k eIoquent on this subject. It wiIl be seen that the curves are reasonably well grouped
until the transitional r@ne ha~ been passed} but that, beyond this, the addition of a wire

may more than double the resistance.
The &ect of the mire is, of course, to force the formation of the cIosed cur-re of discontinuitJ-

:it an unnatural position. Prandtl and ‘iTieseIsberger obtained n similar effect by putting a
w-ire ring around their sphere upstream of the equator. Prandtl speaks at some Iength on
the theory of this phenomenon, saying that a boundary air Iayer of very smalI thickness must
exist at. all points upstream of the riormal circle of fiiscont iuuity and that, by adding a ririg
of wire whose thickness of I rn~imeter (0.03!I inch) Wm said to be greater than that of the
boundaq- Iayer, the effect of truncating this
i~yer was obt ained. .ilthough destruction of the
continuity of the layer at a single point seems
superficiality unimportant, it is regretted that,
having obtained such unusuaI results b-j- the use
of a ringl and know~~ that in the ION-resistance
r&g~e of flo~ the &c]e of discont~uity must

be welI back of the equator, the G6ttingen
experimenters did not investigate the effects of
their equatorial support iug wires.

.An interesting, point in this comecticm came
to Iight during the writing of lhis discussion.
-It the Burefiu of Standards, an attempt to cor-
roborate the above wire interference phe-
nomena-by having the wire approach the sur-
face of the sphere—faile{l because the wire was

.

never brol~ht eIoser than + inch (12. i millimeters) from the surface. .l.ny cIoser approach
produced such violent instability that the work -w-as abandoned for fear of dama,qe to the

fipparatus. .
Dtit a on the support used bj- Lou,kianof rrerv not :wailable, so his extraordina ~iIy higlt

minimum value of CDcm not have romruent. here, ?}u~ it is significant that the vaIues obtainw{
at the ~. P. L., which am next highest-if w-econsider only those beyonil the transitional r@nl~,. .
are below the maximum indicated in Figure 7.

This leaves the work of EiffeI as the onIy remaining member of a one-time large group
~ofnonconforming results. Three curves, obtained from the clata giren in N’ouvelles R6cherches
~tre shovm in Figure 1s. The infl~lenr~ of the pendulum meth{o{l of support is clearly shown,
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and it is significant that the differences between the results from t}vo and four wire support
are not as large as those between back spindle and two-wire methods. To account for the com-
paratively high minimum value of 0. obtained by the spindle method is difllcultl but the fol-
lowing point seems important: Tests of three spheres do not indicate the validity of Rccyno]ds’
law and the minima are successively higher with increasing sphere diameters. In the light of
tJ~ework on turbulence, this condition would be interpreted as the result of f,urbulencc of very
coarse scale and strongly defined pat tern, both of which seem plausible on ref crence tc (irnw-
ings &oT{~i~g the size find ]Ocmtion of honeycombs h the Eiffel twmcl,

Section III is almost entirely of confirmatory naiure. The. effrct of increasing the degree
of turbulence was found to agree with the helm-rior described in the works of F’mndI and of
Prandtl. Mthough & first step, from “ open tunnel” to fine honeycomb is contradictory, the
results show a systematic increase of minimum -due with increasing [urbulencr. lW.ile 110
positive proof of the fact exists, there is a suspicirm tlmt the air-speed memurtmen~ during
~he tests with no honeycomb was somewhat in error and that the actual i~irspeeds were slight~y
higher than those ~corded. ‘1’he doub~ is founded on subsequent PitoL calibrations, but as
the tunnel has been” changecl sIightIy since these tests ~ an :~bsolut,e ~wification is ou ~ of ihe
question. EIowevel, if this were to be found to be the case, ~hc sw[llmcr of ~ninimti would b~’
compIete, for the coefficients for this condition wouId be reduced.

The data obtained from the work in the variab~e density tunll(’1 form a valuable nddit ion
fio the existing information on sphere resistance. k these tests were made before the imtalla-
Lion was actually completed, i. c.,

-.
adequate honeycombs not yet provided anti the, Manco

not completely free from those inaccuracies always present in nw tipparatus of such cmn-
plicated nature, the small discrepancies between different sets of dat a were not tit till uncxpcct ed.

The outsttinding features of tl~e results are, of course, the large range covered, the wry
Iow minimum coefficient obh~ined, and the flattening of the coet%c.ient curve in the high l“L
range. Coincidence with the results from the atmospheric tunnel would bc remarkably CIOW
if the curve were to be shifted slightly out on the E scaIe, and this is tl.w effect ~f-hich ]~’ou]d
be expected with finer texture of turbulence. It is also pleasing to note tht L the rcsuIts from
the variaMe density tunnel approach those of the towing and dropping tests at high vt-ilucs
of E.

The minimum coefficient obtained i~ these test~ is the lowest ever attained, it is bcliewd,
but that need cause no alarm. There were several factors present, all of which might, tend to
bring this about. The method of support must have had some d?i’ech for, with a srntilI deacl-
air region behind the sphere—which must exist wh.e.n CDis very small—the large strut con-
taining the baIance bar would certainly tend to increase the “fineness ratio of the whole flow
system, ” if such a conception is not too far fetched. The proximity of model and honey coInb

and the size of the tubes in the latter, would probably work at cross purposes, so tha~ consid-

eration has little explanatory value. .% point not ..hitherto mentioned is the magnitude of

directional fluctuations in the air flow. This is known to be several times greater as well w

more rapid than that for the atmospheric tunnel; this has been found by hikiug pho~ographic
records, using a very sensitive yaw head connected to a special high-speed recording fiir-speed
meter. The fluctuations in the variable density tunnel are sn~aI1—merely fr~ctiom of u degree-
but the condition in the atmospheric tunnel is so unusually fine that there is quite a difference.
This fact, when considered in the light of the work of Katzmeyer, of l~iermti, concerning the
effect of directional variations. on airfoil drag, would certainly admib the possibility of an
explanation of the low minimum.

The experiments with falling spheres are probably of even greater vaIue than those in tl~e ~-- -
variabIe densii-~ tunnel, althou@ the former were conducted with appara~us and under con-
ditions not entmely ideal. The shape of the curve of (L versus E is intemely interesting
from a theoretical standpoint. Lanehester, in his ~k’odynamics, advanced the theory that
sphere resist amce -would hive three phases if referred to a, velocity btise: First,, tk Stokes
r4gjm6 in which D R V; second, the Allen phase in which D cc T“15and finally the true NTcw-
vonian resist ante wherein D cc T’z. This sequence would resuIt in a (% versus 1? curre composed
of the wrtical branch of a rectangular hyperboIa and a horizontal straight line, connected by
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w curve of exponent 1.5. Or, if resistance were plotted against -wlocity on logarithmic paper,
the “ cwre” -would be made up of se=aents of the str~ght lines having sIopes of 1, 1.5,
and 2, r~<pectivdy. The curve in F~ure 16 bears ccmsiderabIe resemblance to the predicted
shape.

.ti interesting extrapolation of this curve may be had by ~~ data from Humphre~s
“ Physics of the .ti.” His information, the fruit. of countless observations b~ meteomIogists,
gives, for the fa.11of a rain drop (approximate ely spherical) of 3 millimeters (0.11 S inch) cliam-
eter, a ~eIocit.y of 7 m. p. s. (22.9 ft. p. sec.). Calculated for the system of coefficients used
here, the resuIh wwuld be ~,= 0.515 at a value of E= 0.0014x 10s.

The only other experiments with free spheres in air, those of Etasselberg md Birkeland,
rljrlllan interesting comparison. It would be ~ery hard to determine -whether or not a critical
point w-w found but, in that range in -which CL is sensibly comf ant, its vaIue is within 5 per
rent of that oht aim+ from the (Lropping tests of the same phase.

CONCLUSIONS.

With & completion of the research, several facts stand out as new information.
The mebhod of support, in sphere testing, is ~ery important; to obt tin reliabIe data, the

support should be such that. it can not interfere with the formation or naturaI mowrnent of
the boundary of discontinuous flow.

The effect of increasing turbulence k to cause the transition of flow to occur at smaller
values of the Reynolds number, but its effect on the resistance beyond the critical phase is
not so determinate. The results of these tests indicate that. increasing turbulence w-N cause a
rise in the minimum -due of the resist ante coefficient, but the scaIe, or ‘‘ grain,’? of
turb uience seems to be interlocked -with that quality which n@ht be termed ‘cint ensity”
in- such an involved -way that conclusions regarding the minima are not justified. The one
(Determined effect, of scale of turbulence is to control the degree with which true dynamic similar-
i~y-may be maintained thro~ohout a series of tests with spheres of clifferent sizes. If the scale
is the, as compared with the diameter of the smaIlest sphere, a good approximation may be
had throughout; if it. is coarse, Re-ynolds law no Ionger serves e-ren as an indicator.

The absence of information concerr@ the specific nature of the -m.rious forms of tur-
bulence, and the consequent nonexistence of terms definiti~e of its characteristics, precIude,
for the present at Ieast., a compIete anaIyss of this phase of the subject, but ifi is interesti~~ to
Dote that at Iarge vaIues of E the effects of turbulence seem t.o become relati~eIy unimportant,
as the resistance coeftlcient.s obtained under greatIy diflering conditions are mo-i-i~~ toward
~:oincidence there.

The tests in free air have demonstrated the fact. that no exkti~~ wind tunneI can even
approximate the nonturbulent condition pre-raili~~ in the atmosphere.

In the presence of Iittle turbulence, the resistance of spheres conforms W-ENto Manchester’s
predictions, increasi~~ directly with -reIocit.y at smalI Reynolds numbers, then at a slight]J-
faster rate and flnalIy conformi~~ almos~ perfectly with the ~’ Iaw.

It is recommended that an extensive study be made of the effects of scale and quality,
m “intensity,” of turbulence, for, with this problem sd~ed, the compaison of air flows in
general, and the standardization of those in wind tunnels in particular, -w-Nbe facilitated by this

rery powerful t001.
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.
APPENDIX.

ATMOSPHERIC WIND TUNNEL DATA .

No account of spindle drag has been taken except in Table 111--find there only ~ougldy –

because, with the method of supper t used, the sphere so mmked the spindle that its drag,

with th-esphere supported in the position of test, ws found to be IMS than 2 per cent of tllc totl~l.

This proportion exists only %t low speed; at high speeds spindle drag is entirely negligible.

The average temperature existing during these tests was 320 C., nnd all computations were
ba~ed on this con-dition.

Spindle drag
Temperature

VARIABLE DENSITY W’ISD TUNNEL DATA (hrOTINCLUDED).

wm naglected here, m in tJle atmospheric tunnel, support being similtir.
corrections were applied, inclividually$ to each set of readings.

SPHERE DROPPIXG DAT,i.

Ml computations were mark on tho basis of sf amid tcmpemt ure. m-d pressure, i. c.,

15.6” C. and 760 mm. Hg.
GEX’ERAL.

coefficient of Yiscosit y (Absolute) M= 0.0001824 at 23° C. and 760 mm. Correct wl by t!11’

formula:
Pt = 0.0001824–0.000000493 (23+.

Air density in metric (kg–m-s) gmvitational units:

P= O.1247 at 15,6° ~, and 760 mm.

TABLE I.

XLCSI.SPHERE. I
—

q (kg./m.~)
1.

D (kg.)
I

i

c“ 1=
0.0+3s
.07??4
;p;

.G918

.0904

.0962

.1145

: %
.2345
.2434 I

I [

i.i-c$[.SPHERE.

0.98
1.32

1

1.71 :
!LCnl
2.36 ;

* 2.68
2.99 I
3.30 ;
3.62 ;
3.9+ ;
4.26
4.59

I

I

0.0316
.0130
.0735
.0921
.0994
.1169
.1070

:%

.1122

.1295

.1495

t

I

0.39s
. 3cKl
.306
.27S
.216
.196
.145
.112
.0793
.0770
.owl
.07!5
.0s07

I

I
1
–:
I

1 I.-— — ,J

Both spheres tested at 0.4 m. downstream from fine honey
mmb (tubes } by 3 inches) (9.5 by 76.2millimeters).

TABLE 11.

+
20.CM. SPHERE.

-1-- “
D (kg.) i CD.

~
0.0626 0.494
.0%2 .393“
.14’44 . 3?+3
.1979 : . 3S3
.2413 .231
.2377 : .218
,1612 .137
.1277 . 0S66
.1418 .0<$34
.1676 .0814
.Zc03 .0s14
.2395 .0s27
.2615 .owl
.3110 .0354

l>CM.SPHERE.

!

““iE (x10-~j

— Iij.y ,.1l:CU:
1.&R ~
2.22
2.L? I
2.82
3.12 /
3.40 ~
-3.74 ;
.4.05
4.36 /
.!.0!?
4.‘M ;

~-
5.77
9.52

___13.01
M.23
23.76
2345
36.0

2.;
60.G

___70.!5
81.0
91.1

= 103.2

0.ow~
k .g~zz

.12i5, .1%1

.lW

.2313

.2115

. Z2Ji

. 1!J72

.1416
1323

, 14s7
.181X
.2403

~ 0.442
.394

I .’415
,391
. 36S
.349
.%1
.223
.170
.107
. 0s22
. 0s15
. 0S%
.103

I
,-
1

I

I

0.93 ‘
i 23
1.41

i 8
2.22 “ :
2.34
2.55

M
3.28
3.51
3.72
3.92

.__. ..=

.— -–

. -

— .. ..

—

_—_.-~., -...

I t I

Beth spheres tested in the “open tunnel.”



THE RESISTLWCIE OF SPHERES Ill WIND TUNNELS AND Ih’AIR.

TABLE HI. TABLE IV.
—..—

1

48?

22 H& SPHERE. 1
28 CM. SPEERE.

,

t
% -E(xl&$).

, t——
—[

I
t 1

D (gross).

kg.
fL0344
.Kwl
.Z1-ii.i
.%14
.2774
.1646

I I
I

~~7. kg. ‘ !

o.OK& o.0s33
.01%s

i%
.1102 =E2+ :. 1473

. O%& .1556 .1740

. cri69
:m.45

.1345 .20.4S : 33.9
-0S1s . 1S.56 .2s260 ,
. 011s

37.II
.1528 . 16%3 n. 3!;I

1.56 .022
V-dwm; ~m~i p.s. (approx.).

1
6.3s . OW

!40m=-$indledrsgsware obtairmdbysimpIyremovir.g the sphere. ~~ ~~

>7.0 .m
n. 3 . M02

0.0241
.a?m
.&“2
.~g
.&?l
.3323
.3364

0.65
L 32
2.CQ
!L66
3.33
3.9.
& 59

.93
1.32
2.Csl
2.69
3.34
X !R
4.59

t

w~~pendieukr to

1; Wiie 10”forward.
.——

. —=.372
.311
.233
.132
.1-9
.150
.163
.163
.197

1

.Wiie 22~”forward.

1.56~,~
1A73
.X..$5
33.9
57.n
77.3

.Om

.OW

.Lw2

. KM

.1340

.193’!

.391s

. *S

.3-39

. 15L

.1L3

.Ow

.E5

.0243

.65
L 32
2. Kl

$%
3.94
4.X2 1W@ 33” fmwd- ,

I

I

.,

Jyire uwd was 0.01Siuch(0.46milfimcterldfamek.
AD results in this tabIe appIy to 20 centimeter sphere, supportwf m berk spiudfe

A 0.4 meter IxMud &e honeycomb.
Drag of w??eneglected in calcubiticms.bscmse it was found to bo 3 to 4 per cent

of tow for worst me.
Da@ on sphere alone, uuder same couditicms, are contaimed in TabIe 1.

TABLE YI.T.4BLE v.

Data on resistance of 20 centieter sphere
behind fine honeymmb and iu the “open tun-
nel” will be found in TabIes I and II respec-
ti%-dy.

Behind l-iich (6.3millimeters) mesh .sxeen.

Summay of spheredropping tests.

1-
{ AItitude ~ Weight ! Diams- , ~(max.~ -

I : ‘Fg’y CD
I

, (ft.)I (kg.)\tsr(m.][(m.p.s.) (D1.;s.q (x:@)

FAX SPHERES.

1
I 2QCM.SPHERE AT 0.4M.(APPROXIILhTE].

1,Ml 0.471 : 0.20 2~~ 0.0 0.471 k31i ~ ~:

E(x IH’). ; ~~ .610 .20 .0 .610 .2S2
.81Q

&10
.2JI 42.0 : .Q .Slo .134 LS-5

; l,OW L m .20 41.0 .53 I.M% , .2ZZ 5.71

0.mm
.OW4
.1E5
.Os.a
.G941
.1122
.12S7
.1645
.L969
.23.55
-Em
.3509

0-326
.235
.216
.116
.W91
.035s
.0%1
.CBs5
.095-5
.owl
.W.5
.K&2

i%
L&
L%
2.12
a. 34
2-55
2. m
3.04
3.26
3.51

I
RUBBER SPHERES.

(BLUE.)

I –i

1,m 1.330 Q.32A 32.0 0:: ;
1,~ 1.333 .324 33.3
2,Khl 1.330 .324 37.8 .0 :
3,WJ L33C .324 33.5 .0 ,
2,1Ml : 5.an -324 5.ZO .0 ,

~.

L 320 ; o. lW 7.23 ;
L 330 .134 7.46 :
L 333 .142 3.54
L330 ; .181 ; z 37 f
Ft.fm -234 11.70(f)

.—
.——

-1 I
I

21 C3LSPHERE AT 0.2X (APPROXIMATE). ~
!

! I
5.77 0.0511 : 0:q& IL93 !
13.01 .0376 LXl
1s.23 .0351 .130 L&5
23.76 .1225 ; .L22 Lw
29.45 .1725 .lm 2.12 ~
36.0 .1W3 -m ~.34

I

.—
2,1m : 2.ml I 0.30s

I

2,033 2.503 ,
2.SM I 0.252 ‘ &s2 (?);

.305 &:!!g:2.Ks)l
l,m 2.503 ~ .333

.259 ; &5L (?) I
tilo , .0 2.531 ~ .169 I10.75 (?) }

I
WOODEX SPHERES.

I

2, ml 5.2z LM 57.0 0.0 5.2+2 O.Li9 ~ L5.12 ‘
2, [ml 2.KJ3 .233 53.0 .0 24!!3 .159 S.Las !

.
——— —

j isthe2ms1eraCi0n existing at che rmximrrm mbcity attained.
Data marked (?) is for spheres which had been Irded, r~inflated and patrhsd.

Dam arising from these drops are not pIotted on the tune sheet, Fig. 16.

23—2+32
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